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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the features of 
emotional speech by means of multidimensional scaling 
procedure(MDS) based on visual-perceived similarity of 
vocal parameters. We extracted three vocal parameters (pitch, 
intensity and spectrogram) from speeches expressed 
emotions. Three researchers grouped together the cards of 
parameters in view of visual similarity. According to the 
result of MDS of spectrogram, we found two dimensions, 
plesureness(positive-negative) and activation(high activation-
low activation), which are similar in structure to auditory 
perception in vocal emotions. Finally, we concluded that 
features of spectrogram related to pleasureness. 
Index Terms: MDS, emotional speech, spectrogram 

1. Introduction 
Many researchers have reported features of vocal expression 
of emotions[1]. Although having a lot of principal knowledge, 
there is no clear difference in acoustic parameters between 
positive and negative emotions comparing with activation. It 
seems difficult to discriminate plesureness only with the 
acoustical average value of speech. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the features 
of emotional speech by means of MDS based on visual-
perceived similarity of vocal parameters. 

2. Methods 
11 male speakers expressed emotions(Anger, calmness, fear, 
happiness, sadness and surprise). All speeches were recorded 
and judged intended emotions by other people. Three vocal 
parameters(pitch, intensity and spectrogram) were extracted 
from 66 emotional speeches. Three researchers who study 
vocal emotion sorted the cards of parameters to 2, 3, 5 and 
7groups in successive trials. Instructions were to group 
together the cards those were more similar. The similarities 
of each pair are examined by  MDS[2]. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 
We adopted solution of two dimensions from the result of 
MDS of spectrogram. Figure 1 is MDS scaling solution for 
66 emotional speeches. We found two dimensions, 
plesureness and activation. These dimensions are similar in 
structure to auditory perception in vocal emotions [3]. In 
Figure 1, we showed typical three spectrograms. Negative 
emotions such as Anger have irregular spectrograms which 
relate to rough voice[4][5]. Positive emotions such as 
Calmness have harmonious spectrograms as bright voice [5]. 
Although low active emotions are difficult to find their 
features in spectrograms, most emotions which were 
recognized as Sadness seem to have obscure spectrogram. 
These features may relate to weak,  small and dark voice [5] 

We could not obtain clear results in pitch and intensity. 

4. Conclusions 
It was found that emotional speeches have two dimensions 
(plesureness and activation) in spectrogram. We concluded 
that features of spectrogram related to pleasureness. This 
study indicated significance of features of spectrogram in 
emotional speech.   
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A : Anger, C : Calmness, F : Fear, H : Happiness, Sa : Sadness, Su : Surprise.  
Former character means expressed emotion. The latter means judged emotion.

A example of spectrogram
(expressed/judged anger) A example of spectrogram

(expressed/judged sadness)
A example of spectrogram
(expressed/judged calmness)
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Figure 1: MDS solution of spectrogram. 
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